**HAPPY PI DAY!**

**EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR MARCH**

**DECORATE with Data**

Use paper plates to line the outside of a bulletin board to make a border. Start in the top left corner and place a number on each plate. 3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693

In the center of the board decorate with foil pie plates.

Consider adding a Pi themed message like a take on the song “Friday” by Rebecca Black...

"It’s Pi Day, Pi Day. Gotta Get Down on Pi Day!"

---

**MATH on the MENU**

- Make the Pi symbol (π) on a pizza with toppings such as pepperoni, veggies, etc.
- Celebrate Pi along with all things round--like oranges or hamburgers--on your serving line.
- Make food art using celery, carrot sticks, etc. to make the Pi symbol (π).

---

**Pi Day WORKOUT**

... that doesn’t go on forever!

3 minutes of cardio
- 1 minute of jumping jacks
- 1 minute of running in place
- 1 minute of high knees

1 minute of rest and quiet

4 activities. Repeat 4 times
- 4 toe touches
- 4 tricep dips
- 4 lunges

---

**Extend the LEARNING**

- **BRAIN TEASERS**
  Think of 3 words that contain the letters P - I.

- **CREATE A PI-KU POEM**
  
  1st line = 3 syllables
  2nd line = 1 syllable
  3rd line = 4 syllables

- **DISPLAY A BOOK** on your serving line